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• A Fantasy Battle Action RPG with No Costs You can freely explore a vast
world, obtain the required strength, and build up a party. You do not need to
worry about any costs. • An Action RPG that does not Repeat The game will
never be a repeat of the same map or scenario. Each time you play, you can
create your own fantasy and enjoy an action RPG. • Supported by a Strong
Development Team The development team for the action RPG boasts an

illustrious history as well as the face of the industry, including DigiPen
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Institute of Technology, Cloud, and the majority of the staff that worked on
Bravely Default. Development is currently in progress. NEXT UP: - Dispatch
We’re currently working on the development of “Dispatch”, a new in-game

scenario that will be implemented when we release the new scenario. We’ve
also decided to further improve the UI to make the game easier to play, so
please look forward to it! THE INTERNATIONALS Beginning with the release
of FINAL FANTASY X/X-2, we have gained the experience of taking part in
various international events. In addition to being invited by Square Enix to

the New World Festival 2017, we are participating in the community
marketing events organized by the FINAL FANTASY TIMES, the official

magazine for the game. We hope to continue to do our best to be active
worldwide. ● Events in the U.S. In addition to the ongoing “Square Enix

Presents Final Fantasy XV” event presented by Square Enix, we have also
participated in the “Square Enix Presents Final Fantasy 15 Roadshow” event

that was presented by Square Enix in collaboration with global gaming
media company Omron. We were able to meet and greet fans of the FINAL

FANTASY series and show off the latest updates of FINAL FANTASY XV, so we
were truly excited to participate in such a great event, even for a short

time. We were also able to view all the the latest FINAL FANTASY TIMES for
the game, and it was fun hearing the voices of the fans who enjoyed the
game. In the U.S., we will continue to present developments through the
community events, and we also hope for fans to continue to get excited!

THE FINAL FANTASY TIMES The Final Fantasy TIMES has been dedicated to
the FINAL FANTASY series since the release of FINAL FANTASY IV, and it is a

great honor to be allowed to present new

Features Key:
An epic fantasy story set in the Lands Between

Open fields seamlessly connected with dungeons
Dual Gear (Sword & Shield) and Drives System to create strong warriors
Combat System to strategize when you engage in real-time, real-world

combat
Ornate Weapons and Armor to customize your own character

6 classes, including unique effects when attacking from behind
Defeat Knights and Giant Monsters by recruiting them into your team and

staging a battle
Multiple phases of development intended to continually enhance the game

Multiple skill types that will be continuously added to the game
Online battle Battle for your team against other players
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Hunting to raise your combat level up
Save your game anytime, and continue it by coming back later

Highly detailed drawn graphics with voice acting
The vast area spreads out 60 times the size of the Blacksmith artwork

A detailed environment that is easy to understand
A connecting map between towns and dungeons

“New Dungeon” featuring chained dungeons and complex dungeons
A variety of maps featuring different dungeons, architecture, fields, and

streets

More information on Tarnished Online:

Main site: >
Weibo: >
GitHub: >
ANN information: >
Hire developers: >

More information on Tarnished Online:

Main site: >
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